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Brother Leo Starts
Lecture Series
Wednesday Night
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Kaleidoscop<
By WALTER WRIGHT

Little Theatre To Give
Howard's"Silver Cord"

RE: "WOMEN AND ELEPHANTS

Studio Theatre
Show Slated
Next Week

Debaters To Participate
In Four Tournaments

Diversions for the Jaded :
In a Vallejo newspaper last week
Small, Experienced Cast Produces
we ran across an item telling of the
new lethal gas chamber with which
Two Pacific Engagements Planned;
they are experimenting at San QuenPsychological Play
tin. If the story did not have a
Nelda Ormiston Directs
Trips To Oregon and Kansas
unique significance appearing on the
the production of Sidney Howard's stirring drama "The Silver Cord'
Again the Studio Theatre reverses
sport page, it might have belonged by the 1 acific Little theatre will open Thursday, January 20, and run for
Four major debate tournaments hold the center of forensic interest for
its field and presents a play which
more appropriately among the obitu three days following. Students are urged to attend the Thursday perfor
the ensuing semester. Debaters, extemporaneous speakers, and orators
has
nothing
in
common
with
pre
aries, for certainly someone's sense
mance because of the basketball game on Friday. The box office will
vious productions. Nelda Ormiston representing the Pacific Student Association of the College of th Pacific
of humor has died, and someone
open for reservations Friday, January 14.
is directing Arthur Pinero's famous and Stockton Junior College are now engaged in intensive preparation for
respect for decent English. Quote:
A small and experienced cast has 4
drama The Last of Mrs. Tanqueray" these events.
"The original plan was to use a dog,
been
announced.
The
character
of
with performances January 15, 17,
First of all will come the second
but so many objections came that the
and 18. The first presentation of this
annual Pacific Junior College Tourna
plan was changed to use a pig. Many Mrs. Phelps will be played by Evelyn
play caused a sensation among Euro
ment. Announcements have been sent
Vallejo residents, several of whom Barnett whose previous appearances
VERSATILE
have been most successful. David,
pean
audiences, and it is now con
out to a large number of junior col
have ah eady witnessed hangings,
Mrs. Phelps elder son, Hubert
sidered one of the classics of dra
leges and four year institutions
have applied for permission to watch
matic literature.
White; and his younger brother
(whose freshman and sophomores
the first execution of a human being
Robert, Marion Akers. Christina,
Heading the cast are Grace Riffare eligible). Registration blanks
and see how the new plan works out.
David's wife is portrayed by Verna
beig, Mrs. lanqueray; Bob Broadwill be sent out within the next week
* * *
Dunstan, and Hester, Robert's fiancee
dus, Aubrey Tanqueray, her hus
since the tournament is to be held
With a timeliness of which none will be Jean Westrum, a newcomer
February 10, 11 and 12.
band; and Bob Adamina, Rrummell.
of us need be reminded, "The Road to the Little Theatre Stage.
"Women and Elephants" will
Two of these leading parts will be
Back" was revived recently by a local PROMINENT AUTHOR
All local junior college students are
be the subject on opening night
taken by newcomers to the studio
eligible to enter any one of the three
theatre. It is a psychical document,
of the Pacific Lecture Series
Sidney Howard whose play "They
theatre; Miss Riffberg and Mr. Ada
types of competition provided, debate,
probing into those more deadly ef Knew What They Wanted" won the
in the Auditorium of the Col
mina never having appeared before.
extemporaneous speaking, or oratory.
fects of war for which we have no coveted Pulitzer prize for drama sev
lege of the Pacific Wednesday,
Mr. Broaddus has been extremely
Those not on the debate squad who
measure. We can compute the cost eral years ago, is the leading Cali
January 12, at 7:30 p. m. Bro
active in studio theatre dramatics
would like to enter either oratory
of a shell, and the fragments of fornia dramatist and one of the three
ther Leo, head of the English
during this past semester, and
or extemp. should see Dr. Roy C.
mangled flesh when its capsuled or four ranking playwrights in the
department of St. Mary's Col
another excellent characterization is
McCall, director of forensics, as soon
power explodes in a crowd of United States. "Yellow Jacket" pro
lege, although not noted as an
expected from him.
as possible.
crouching men. We can count the duced by De Marcus Brown here
African explorer, is deemed an
The play concerns the struggle of
dead. But what statistics serve to several years ago, is another one of
expert on his subject.
LINFIELD NEXT
a woman whose tarnished reputation
measure the waste and warping of Mr. Howard's outstanding dramas,
ostrasizes her from the place in
Students may gain admission
Lmfield College in McMinnville,
the millions who lived to be de and his latest opus "The Ghost of
society to which her husband's posi
to the series of four lectures
Oregon, is sponsoring the annual Linmobilized and sent back to the in Yankee Doodle" is at present play
for 7Sc, while adults will be
tion entitles her. Despite her efforts
field Invitational Tournament on
humanity of peace, where they cannot ing on Broadway, starring Ethel BarAnnouncing the fascinating su bject "Elephants and Women" as to become a native of the world to
charged only $1. Season tickets
February
17, 18 and 19. The Col
fit into the rigid moulds they left rymore, once more come out of re
his thesis, Brother Leo, head of the St. Mary's Colege English de which she feels she belongs, she fails
can be obtained from faculty
lege of the Pacific has been repre
because they have been twisted out tirement.
partment,
wil
open
the
Pacific
Lecture
Series
next
Wednesday
to regain the integrity which her
members, or at the door.
sented at that tournament for the
evening at 7:30.
of shape ?
Two sets are being planned. One,
former life lost to her.
Single admissions will cost
last few years. Last year Louis
Coincident with it, they showed the living room of Mrs. Phelps home,
students 30c, adults 40c.
Sandine, Erwin Farley, and Carl FriInteresting as a drama, and es
and
the
other,
David's
bedroom
which
some of Eric Maybell's reels of the
sen took fourth place by winning
pecially fascinating to anyone who
Dr.
W.
J.
Miller,
U.
C.
L.
A.
bombing of the Panay, which pictur has been kept just the same for him
nine out of eleven debates in competi
wants to see the typical points of
geologist, will present the sec
Louis Sandine, president of Pa tion with teams from all over the
ed poignantly some of the fruits of -a by his ever adoring mother. Espec
view
and
conventions
of
the
Victor
ond lecture February 9, on the
tragedy whose plexus of roots we ially important are these settings, be
ian Era, "The Last of Mrs. Tan cific Student Association, is ex Pacific Coast.
subject "The Sierra Nevada".
don't seem able to reach. Beyond cause they must be representative of
queray" is an outstanding produc pected to be a major factor in
Mrs.
M.
F.
Gifford,
noted
Next the College of the Pacific will
tion.
this, their chief interest was that they the taste and character of the central
the coming debate campaign, one sponsor the Pacific Senior College
speech authority with the state
character.
revealed literally nothing of what
department of education, will
of the most extensive yet under Invitational Tournament to be held
they were supposed to reveal. I THEME OF PLAY
on the local campus April 7, 8, and
demonstrate
techniques
in
"The
Silver
Cord"
is
a
definite
ap
taken at Pacific.
trust this is not the evidence over
All members of the Pacific Stu
speech correction on March 9.
peal
to
the
thinking
theatre
audience,
which officials in Washington were
dent Association will be eligible to
The last lecture of the series,
Conference Provides Inspiration
deliberating last week. There on but combines the intellectual quality
compete in this tournament.
April 6, will feature James A.
the midships deck awning was the with a very high entertainment value.
"Asilomar, in stimulating our desire for creative living, not only broad
Johnson, warden of Alcatraz
The magnitude of this project of
It
is
charming,
not
heavy,
but
the
American flag
of which we have
ens our outlook on life in general but also gives us an opportunity to meet
Island Federal Penitentiary.
the
local forensics department can
central
theme
is
gripping
and
very
heard so much. If the newspapers
some of the finest college students. Its worth can not be over emphasized
best be imagined when one realizes
Pacific's tenth annual Band Frolic
have been fair with us, the muddy interesting from the psychological
and every student owes it to himself to attend this conference at least once will be held in the auditorium next
that 75 debate teams representing
bed of the Yangtse must be clogged angle. In fact, Dr. Pease required
in his college career."
forty schools from all over the Paci
his
classes
to
read
this
play
from
Friday
evening,
January
14,
at
8:15.
with hundreds like it by this time.
fic Coast area are expected to enter.
This is the impression Irvin Grubbs-f
As has been the custom in the past,
The mission of the Panay in the that point of view. Mrs. Phelps is
Over 100 orators and extemporane
woman who bears a sexual love
C. A. president, received from
river we were given to understand,
meetings which had to be conducted. a contest for the best short musical
ous speakers are expected to com
for
her
sons,
and
doesn't
want
any
Asilomar.
He
was
one
of
27
stu
or
dramatic
skit
will
be
held
for
was a noble one. Hence saw little of
All sorts of sports were offered:
pete in those divisions of competition.-other
woman
to
take
her
place
in
dents
and
faculty
from
Pacific
who
campus
living
groups.
All Junior College students
the three Standard Oil tankers which
baseball, volley ball, ping pong, shufattended the conference which was
Six organizations have entered
who have not taken the English
NATIONAL P. K. D.
she was convoying. And in editorial their affections. She invokes all the
fleboard, archery, folk dancing, and
sponsored by the Y. M. C. A. and
Reading or College Aptitude
interpretation those tankers have instruments in her power to retain
tennis. Bob Shaw, the music direct competition, including Rho Lambda
Last but far from least on the
examinations are expected to
been surprisingly overlooked, espec her grip on them. The working out
Mary Galton and Erwin Farley Y. W. C. A. at Asilomar which is on or of Asilomar who is a student at Phi, Mu Zeta Rho, Alpha Kappa Phi,
College of the Pacific schedule is the
of
this
situation
in
two
different
ways
the
Monterey
bay
near
Pacific
Grove.
take them within the next two
ially in view of the dramatic procla
will talk to the Chapel audience next Forty other colleges from California, Pomona, played records of classical Epsilon Lambda Sigma, Omega Phi
National Pi Kappa Delta Tourna
weeks.
mation issued by Mr. Roosevelt not by the two sons makes for a most Tuesday on what they gained from
music in the afternoons for those Alpha, and Alpha Theta Tau.
ment, to be held from April 18 to 24
interesting play.
New Mexico, Nevada and Hawaii interested.
Opening
with
music
by
Pacific's
The English and Reading ex
long ago that the government dis
of this year at Topeka, Kansas. This
were
represented.
More
than
five
the
National
Student
Assembly.
This
The
attention
is
held
by
the
evi
band, the last half of the program
aminations will be given Satur
claimed any further responsibility for
At 4:30 on Monday, Wednesday
year, as has been the case for quite
hundred representatives attended the
dences
of
mental
conflict
within
the
only
will
be
given
over
to
the
con
day
morning,
January
8,
at
student
meeting,
a
project
of
the
the protection of Americans in China.
and Friday, Mrs. Irving Goleman
number of national tournament
test. Judging will be made and
8 :30 and 9:00 respectively.
The edict apparently does not apply characters rather than by physical ac Christian Associations of the United week's meet.
gave lectures on "Men's >and Wo
years, the College of the Pacific will
tion.
The
success
of
the
presentation
PACIFIC'S DELEGATES
prizes announced at the close of the
The College Aptitude exam
to the Standard Oil Company, or
men's Relations." This group drew
States, was held in Oxford, Ohio,
send representatives to compete with
program. General admission tickets
ination will be given on Satur
Those attending from Pacific were
possibly a gun-boat is not to be re will depend on the fine shadings of
very
large
attendance
and
was
debaters, extemporaneous speakers,
from December 26 to January 1.
character
and
lines
worked
out
by
the
will
be
twenty-five
cents.
day
morning,
January
15,
at
Irvin Grubbs, Norman Noteware, greatly appreciated by all those at
garded as a protective measure.
and orators from all sections of the
cast. The mental conflict must be
"Significance of Asilomar" was Alice Michelson, Alice Hall, Bill
10 o'clock.
The Panay flag called forth the
United States.
tending. On Tuesday a large num
clearly given to the audience. For the Chapel theme last Tuesday under Workman, Beth Dodds, Mary LomSYMPATHY TO
Unless excused by the Per
usual ripple of handclapping. Such
ber of students went on the Marine
INTRAMURAL
its excellent qualities as a drama and
RALSTON,
DEERING
sonnel
Committee,
students
displays of national feeling are all
the sponsorship of the S. C. A. Five prey, Harmon Ginn, Martin Pulich, Trip around the Seventeen Mile drive
a mental problem, "The Silver Cord"
On
behalf
of
the
Pacific
Student
may
not
register
for
the
Spring
Harry
Becker,
Bob
Bovey,
Vernon
Another item on the program for
right, but this seemed hardly the
promises to be one of the most fasc delegates from the local association Bean, Elizabeth Lacy, Florence Sato, to view all types of animal life as Association, the Pacific Weekly
Semester without first
taking
forensically minded members of the
time. There are those who believe
well
as
to
enjoy
the
scenic
drive,
inating productions which the Little to the Asilomar Conference spoke Florence Pang, Hin-Oi Young, Grant
wishes to extend deepest sympa
the examinations to be given
Pacific Student Association is the
that loyalty is due the flag whatever
Theatre has yet presented to the on the meaning of Asilomar. Nor Colliver, Ema Ruth Gillette, Joyce The sport of climbing up and down thies to Miss Ellen Deering, as
on the above dates.
intramural program, open to any stu
it does and wherever it goes. This
the steep rocks was enjoyed by all.
man
Noteware
chose
for
his
topic
Student Body.
sistant registrar, on the death of
All examinations will be held
Dunkerley, Bob Bartlett, Minnie Saw
dent at the College of the Pacific or
writer, not believeing in mesmerism
INTERNATIONAL
FLAVOR
"What is Asilomar?"
Both Bill
in Room 210 in the Adminis
her father, C. E. Deering, and to
yer, Miss Lorraine Knoles, Mrs. R.
Stockton Junior College. Competition
as a social policy, is not one of them.
Workman and Irvin Grubbs dis A. Brady, Mr. and Mrs. Goleman,
The "big" event of the conference Julianne Ralston on the death of
tration Building.
will be held first in oratory for the
The national emblem is a decorative
cussed its religious significance. Beth
came
New
Year's
Eve
when
the
stu
her mother, Mary Kidd Ralston.
and Mr. Harold Jacoby.
Friedberger Cup, won last year by
bit of drapery but if it should once
Dodds its social significance, and Bob
dents joined together in the "World
Erwin
Farley.
Extemporaneous
Asilomar
has
excellent
facilities
more become the symbol of moral Technical Department
Bartlett, recreation.
Students Christian Association ban'
speaking will be features by the
for accommodating such a large con
suicide, I for one shall be ready to
quet. The dining room was con
warding to the winner of the Toastference. There is a large lodge which
disclaim it and find me a hill.
Plans New Courses
verted into sections of the world and
master's Cup, won last year by Louis
has
a
fireplace
affording
a
cozy
at
* * *
suitable themes were used at each
Sandine.
mosphere. Writing tables, ping pong,
Along Grand Avenue in San Fran
table. Mussolini, Hitler, and even
Electrical, Photographic and Draw Primitive Humor Is
tables, radio, and book store, are all
Dionne quintuplets with Dr. Dafoe
Another project, which received
cisco's China town there are posters ing Technology courses may begin
included in this building. The din
were there. Following the banquet a
quite a bit of favorable comment
plastered in all the Chinese shops at mid-term. Man's Technical En
Discussed
By
Speaker
ing hall was exceptionally large with Garden of Eden" dance with ap
when suggested to the debate squad,
which proclaim that they are Chinese vironment will be offered to boys at
two fireplaces at either end.
was the establishment of an im
shops, accompanied by appeals to the mid-term, and there is room for a
propriate
decorations
was
held.
There
The chapel was smaller but im
"Primitive Varieties of Humor"
promptu speaking contest. This might,
public not to aid the devastation of few more girls. Girls are studying
was a program between dances. Hinpressive
building.
Absolute
quiet
was
if enough interest is shown, be start
China by patronizing the enemy. All Home Science problems on refrig were discussed by Dr. Rudolf Altrocmaintained on entering and leaving Oi Young of Pacific "sang three num
ed this year with a cup to change
of which will bring about little more erators, hot water heaters, and elec chi at assembly yesterday. Dr. Altrocchi, professor of Italian at the this place of worship. Behind the bers accompanying herself on the Sfiralve Praises N. S. F. A. Conference
hands each year being awarded the
than a hard winter for Japanese tric mangles.
University of California, gave a very stage and the speaker was a large ukelele.
winner.
merchants.
interesting speech and was well re window that looked out onto the sand
ALLAN BACON CONCERT
That anyone will be stirred by a
On
January
1,
the
conference
was
dunes and the ocean. This created
The N. S. F. A. met in its annual session at Albuquerque, during the
Allan Bacon will give an illustrated ceived by the student body.
deeper patriotism when doing so
brought to a fitting climax with the holidays, with Beorge Bralye acting as representative for the Pacific Student
Wednesday night, Dr. Altrocchi a worshipful attitude merely on look
almost doubles his profits, is perhaps lecture entitled "American Music
effective Candlelight Ceremony.
ing out.
Association. The purpose of the meeting was to draw up opinions and
a cynical view in this case. Intel Comes of Age" in Room 203 of the spoke before the Classical Club in
policies for that organization for the coming year.
ligence, not sincerity, is in question Conservatory, next Wednesday af Stockton, and remained, through the CHRISTIAN PURPOSE
Asilomar was a place where stu
here. But when boycott begins to ternoon at 4:10. All interested are efforts of Dean Farley, to: speak at
Utilizing a system of commissions, each handling a different phase of
the. College.
dents went in the attempt to learn
gain national sympathy one begins invited to attend.
the relationship of the student counbetter the Christian way of living,
to suspect that somewhere behind it
cil to a particular field, the conven teresting to the students,
by applying Christian principles to
all there are more disingeneous
tion was able to ascertain the stu its farflese-eh'"k
Piehistoric Eskimo art, so very
the present world and national prob
motives. This irrational delight in
dent feeling through out the country.
It was apparent to Pacific repre old that even the experts of the
lems. There were twelve Round
meddling is one of our national vices.
Such topics as athletics, publica sentative that the N. S. F. A. through Smithsonian Institution in Wash
Table Discussion Groups, each led
Perhaps American manufacturers
tions, faculty, administration, and its far reaching contacts, is able to ington have not been able to hazard
by a competent leader in that par
are not coldly capitalizing on it, but
student government were handled. help the delegates of the smaller a guess at its age except to say that
January 24-28
ticular field.
Students chose their
I think we can be sure that if Jap
The more important issues; peace schools.
it was made long before the begin
Class Ordinarily Meets:
Has Examinations:
groups according to their interests.
anese industries were not competing
programs, student rights, and R. O. FAVORABLE IMPRESSION
Educational aid to the extent
ning of the Christian Era, is being
There
were
groups
on
Labor,
The
Daily
with American industries here and
T. C. were discussed at length from
of $25.00 per month is avail
shown in a small but vastly import
In
summarizing
the
convention,
Student as a Citizen, Vocational
M., W„ M. W. or M. W. F. 8:00Monday 10:00
abroad, this passion to save China
the floor of the congress in its final
ant exhibit at the Haggin Memorial
able through the California
Guidance, The Church and the World
M. W F 8:55
Tuesday 10:00
plenary session on Friday, Decem Bralye says: "I believe that Pacific Gallery-Museum in Victory Park,
would return to the custody of boy
could benefit materially by becoming
Veterans
Welfare
Board
to
Today,
The
Teachings
of
Jesus,
In
scout troops and women s literary
M. W. F. 9:50
Wednesday 10:00
ber 31.
a member of the N. S. F. A. Its Stockton, during the remaining days
ternational Affairs, and others just
children of World War Vet
Bralye reports that the action on
clubs. It belongs there.
M. W. F. 10:45
Thursday 10:00
conferences have been a source of of this month.
as vitally important. These groups
all these views was long and strenu
erans who were killed in action
M. W. F. 11:40
Friday 10:00
* * *
many ideas which have become in
were held daily, Monday through
Director Earl Rowland, of the
ous and a conclusion was reached
or who died as a result of War
M. W. F. 1:15
Thursday 2:00
tegral parts of student government Gallery - Museum, guarantees the
The advocates of any sort of boy
Saturday.
only after five hour-long battles, dur
service.
M.
W.
F.
2:10
Tuesday
8:00
and
student
opinion
today.
Its
lively
cott in Asia are for the most part
Allan Hunter from the Mount
authenticity of every object in the
ing which time the Southerners
debates and discussions upon import exhibit, and while he does not reveal
M. W. F. 3:05....,
Thursday 8:00
those whose understanding of the
This
announcement
was
Hollywood Congregational Church
taught the rest of the representatives
ant current questions are stimulants where he obtained these objects, he
problem is based on cartoons in The
T. Th. 8:00
Monday 2:00
led the impressive morning chapel
made this week from Dean
a thing or two about politics.
to the thinking students throughout classes them as of the very highest
Saturday
Evening
Post,
which
which followed breakfast. Immed
T. Th. 8:55
!
Tuesday 2:00
Corson's office. Students^ of
BENEFITS CITED
the country."
change pretty regularly with the balgrade of museum material, worthy of
iately
following
were
the
various
dis
T. Th. 9:50
Wednesday 2:00
the Stockton Junior College or
A great many views, were present
"It's annual conferences also bring the largest and finest museums in the
lance of trade. The current one
cussion groups. After these groups,
T. Th. 11:40
Friday 2:00
the College of the Pacific who
ed concerning the structures, activity together the cream of the crop of world. If sufficient interest is shown
picture. Japan as an escetic little man
Dr. John J. Thompson, who is known
T. Th. 1:15
• Monday 8:00
and ability of the student councils American students, and present the other groups of similar material will
in spectacles and kimono who holds
come within this classification
as a brilliant Christian thinker gave
T. Th. 2:10
Friday 8:00
throughout the country, and it was opportunity for informal discussions be displayed.
a cherry blossom in one hand and,
platform addresses on "What Christ
and who think themselves en
T. Th. 3:05
:
Wednesday 8:00
evident that smaller schools could on questions pertinent to their par
with the other, when he isn't gunning
ianity Really Means."
titled to benefits within the
Many of the objects have carvings,
World Today.*.
Wednesday 4:10-6:10
extract many things of value from ticular cause. In general, the N. S
death into innocents, serenely slices
The quiet period which came just
meaning of the provisions
tracings,
and intaglios picturing the
F.
A.
seems
to
act
as
a
fairly
effi
these
discussions.
Journalism
Monday 8:00
his lower intestine.
before lunch was an experiment that
above listed should register
As a whole the convention threw cient Clearing House for colleges and daily life and adventures of prehis
Principles of Investment
Monday 8:00
proved to have possibilities. Each
their
names
immediately
in
To begin with you can't boycott a
its conservative cloak of former years universities of the country—and any toric man; as artifices they rank in
person was to be completely quiet for
Appreciation of the Theatre
Tuesday 4:10-6:10
Dean Corson's office.
cartoon.
If the present one has
and came forth with rather liberal organization that encourages the ex importance with the famed pictures
half an hour. He would use the
It is important to note that
If any one hour course that presents conflict in examination
truth in it at all any inconvenience
on the caves of Altimira. The ex
views which seemed to be in keeping change of ideas, is in my opinion,
period
for
quiet
meditation
or
prayer,
all applicants for aid must be
schedule, examination hours may be arranged between class
we cause the gentleman will simply
hibit is to be shown in no other cities
worthy
one."
with
present
student
views.
or he could read or study. The ma
over sixteen years of age and
and instructor.
aggravate his desperation. The oil
President Zimmerman, of the host
Bralye goes on to say: "The bene in the state, and will be removed at
jority of students sought the shelter
not
more
than
twenty-one,
and
If examination is given in laboratory work the examination
fields of the Dutch Indies lie below
school, the University of New Mex fits derived from such an association the end of this month.
of a sand dune where they could
must have lived in the State of
one of his hands. The manganese,
hour corresponding to any of the regular laboratory hours
ico, gave an opening address encour will pay back the investment with
meditate while watching the breakCalifornia for five years im
T he galleries are open each week
coal and iron of Mongolia are almost
may be chosen or it may be given in the last regular
aging the use of more liberal views. dividends in forms of a better stu day except Monday, from one-thirty
ers.
mediately preceding the date
clutched in the other. An army and
Roper Spivak's discussions were one dent government and a more diversi
laboratory period.
PLAYTIME APPEALS.
upon which the application is
to five, and on Sunday from ten in
navy might prevent these materials
Courses given at 4:10 or 7:15 P. M. will have the final exami
of the features of the convention. fied and interesting student pro
filed.
The afternoon program was purely
the morning until five in the after
from reaching his factories. A boy
His talk on peace was particularly in gram."
nation at the regular hour during examination week.
recreational, with the exception of
noon. There is no admission charge.
cott would carry them there.

Lecture Series
Opens Wed.

Pacific Students Enjoy
Varied Asilomar Meet

Annual Band Frolic
Coming Next Week

Aptitude Examsf
Requirrd

Galton and Farley
Speak in Chapel

National Student Opinion
Discussed At Albuquerque

Veteran's Aid

Final Examination Schedule
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Fund Announced

Eskimo Art Exhibit
At Haggin Gallery
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backstage
WHEN you

M fUnnnrtam

Edqar EqEert

Read
Well, as they say
the movies, ^re we are again^ith
our lute and our
once said
put you to sleep.
^ ]pm
that he never knew whic
. ,
*. most Bo«l the books «

tErir

„im awake or

IRRESOLUTE RESOLUTIONS.

rr.™'
couple of lulus or give you som

Certainly the public has come to recognize serious

i,.,:..™

Kp humored for the moment, then to be discarded
The Music Goes Round
one might throw away the once-popular

conversation

There'

enough backwardness already without our contributing to ultra
insist

upon proposing a Victorianistic resolution; certainly its a dif
ferent move to suggest that perhaps it would do lis no harm to
seriously consider a sincere ambition to improve ourselves in this
new year.
College is supposed to teach young people how to live.

Some

students consider their four years spent in apparent educational
research nothing but an introduction to the intricacies of social
conduct and proprieties.
able.

Not that such an ambition is dbjection-

To be able to live with fellow humans in perfect accord

and amity is an objective worthy of everyone's concentration.
But too often we lose sight of other aims which should have
nearly

an

equal

status in life.

Often students dismiss

some

means which would help in attaining this social desirability as
perhaps a too-serious medium of development.
A world steeped in Hollywoodian cinemantics has spent too
much time aping kaleidoscopic cut-ups, with no deep base for the
social happiness toward which everyone is working.

Perhaps

there's been too much "going in here and coining out there .

1 er

haps there hasn't been enough emphasis on more serious means

Two groups on the campus have been formed to help students
a "fuller life".

Under rather

Hail, everyone, we hope you've all
survived the holidays' festivities, and
are as happy as we are.
NEW YEAR'S
RESO-SOLUTIONS

formidable and awe-in-

the Public Affairs Forum and the more recently
spiring names,
organized S. C. A. Students Affairs Forum have failed to rouse
student interest—not in quality, for the students who meet have

ED KOEHLER—For the good of
the rest of the campus to still knock
at Alpha Theta's door.
ficulty
in establishing an advantageous meeting time, the second,
VINCE PECK—To continue my
quiet ramblings.
because of its recent inception, have been struggling along before
JANEY WOLF—To keep 'em
empty houses, so-to speak.
guessing.
B. FISHER—To keep my ro
Without doubt the Public Affairs Forum, with its objectives
By DANIEL BOOM
mances separated.
of forum information and a sympathetic appreciation of racial
PATRIQUIN—To make dates far
PICKS-ILATED
in advance.
difficulties and problems, has something for each student who
It must have been that last drop
BUD DOYLE—To go home—but
wants to develop into a broad-minded, well-informed, interesting
that is making us remind you that not too often.
it's only a hop, skip, and jump to
personality.
LEW MORRILL—To find me a
Christmas—352 days . . .
boy friend.
Punny?—anything but a yes-man
Of more interest to everyone, because of its personal aspect
JACK COLLINS—Stick to cokes.
, . they don't "no" enough . . .
SEVILLE—To forget to remem
is an innovation by ever-active S. C. A. President Grubbs. I he
Have you ever seen: A doctor
Student Affairs Forum is designed for mixed group discussion looking at a wagon's tongue to ber.
JACKIE DEES—To remind Bob
on problems of all types peculiar to campus life. Probably its find out what's wrong? . . . or . . . Grogan to eat.
a
man
chasing
his
running
nose?
PEG HISSEM—To read* "Har
discussion will be of the same general mold as Asilomar's, in
. or ... a column like this one? pers" and "Vogue."
cluding sex, dates, religion, cheating, cultural development, .and
. address reply to Home for
JEAN MILLER—To keep up the
the like. Whether or not the Forum attains the objective which it The Aged, residence of all mate
good work.
should keep before it—that of FREE discussion—will depend rial found herein . . .
LES KNOLES—To know my own
Tie this one! Davidson Hi in mind.
largely upon the faculty reception such a group would arouse
North Carolina won only one game
K A Y McKIBBEN—To keep a
A free discussion group, not hindered by bugaboos which intol of eight . . . this last football season stock of tomato juice for that cer
. However, they tied five and just tain Rhitzite.
erance might arouse, would be one of the most popular organiza
missed tying another .... losing
BEA McCARL—To' tell one of
tions on campus, if "bull-session" are any criterion.
score being 8-9. The eleven addicts them "it's he."
are now being innoculated against
BARBARA
WILDER—Not
to
Why not give the Forum groups a break? Surely everyone Tie-phoid fever . . . FOO
forget I'm wearing a ring.
Picture: Little girl sitting on a
can benefit by participating in group discussion and eventually
JAN TURNER—To keep on being
forming concrete opinions on vital problems. Such 'opinions, chair moving knitting needles around what I am.
vicinity of her forehead . . . Caption
TONI RIFBERG—Wally's fine—
based on the concensus of organized thought, would be of invalu
, . .She Knitted Her Brows" Cur
and Lew?
able worth to students in future life.
tain.
ERNIE ATKINSON—To move to
Place: London . . . Scene: Sitting the Pininsula.
room in peaceful home . . .
MARGARET GEORGE—To stay
Doctor (after examining boy)— in town on New Years.
The source of your trouble, my lad
JULIAN ELLIS—Plant a tree—
is this ear.
that's better than walking on roofs.
Lad—This 'ere what . . . WHAT?
NELDA O.—To convince ALL it
When the woman entered the was only a joke.
true understanding, such as' only comradeship in congenial sur
crowded street car the little boy
BOB WILKINSON— "I didn't
roundings can engender, add zest to the one task we all have in
got up. "Oil,, no," remonstrated the make a damn one !!!"
common, this job of living. Almost bursting with renewed zest woman, pushing him back in 'fiis seat. LOVE AND HISSES
"I can stand." A little later the boy
Dick Donnely has proved again
for living are the two dozen Pacific delegates who attended the
arose again. "No, th_ank you, sonny," that he is tried and true gentleman
Annual Pacific Southwest Student Faculty Conference at Asilo said the woman, pushing him down, —we're proud of you.
"I can stand." The third time it hap
Jimmy Teeter is having a hard
mar last week. Sponsored by the Student YMCA and YWCA pened the boy's eyes filled with tears.
time free lancing—but more power
"Please
lady,"
he
pleaded
"please
groups of Pacific Coast schools and under the extremely able
to you.
lemme off I'm a mile past my stop
Dick Patriquin seemed so lonesome
guidance of some of the finest
thinkers in the country, the con a'ready!"
New Year's Eve, but we trust every
ference provided attending Pacificites with the finest
sort of
thing is Hokey-Dokey now.
Bill Mills now being a bit abashed
vacation—one combining physical relaxation with mental stimula
'cause lie was the only Rhizite pres
tion. Amidst the beauties of the Monterey County sea and land
ent among a house full of Omega
Phi's—and HE DIDN'T START A
scape, C. O. P. students joined with undergrads from forty PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY
FIGHT 1!
Phil Starr arranged a caroling
other Western schools in the search for "something better to live DURING THE COLLEGE YEAR
BY THE PACIFIC STUDENT party in the East Bay. His spirit
by" and a keener insight into the problems of today—religious
ASSOCIATION
never dies—but some one's else did!
Cordova almost pulled a dirty deal
economical and social.
FOR RATES ON ADVERTISING Fri. nite, but didn't have to. "Yes"
is a beautiful word . . .
WRITE: OR SEE MANAGER
Coming back to the campus direct from a week of Asilomar
So Jake has removed his mustache
the delegation from Pacific is in a position to give the remainder
Acceptance for mailing at special —we all wonder why.
Say, Dr. Coder, will you teach us
of the student body some valuable tips on vital problems, campus rate of postage provided for in Sec
tion 1103 October 3, 1917, authorized how to drive a truck?
or world-wide. We hope that the fortunate score-and-four will
Harrie Wooley was cutting someOctober 24, 1924.
ones' throat—it's time she turned the
avail themselves of this opportunity to be of service to other
tables on a few members' of the
undergraduates who are desirous of knowing "what it's all about Entered as second-class matter Octo Student Body.
ber 24, 1924, at the Post Office at
Phyl Liebman telephoning her
anyway". Asilomar extends a message which will continue to Stockton, California, under the Act
friends at 2 a. m. just to say "Don't
of March 3, 1879.
reverberate around the globe centuries after these old bones are
forget my brawl on New Year's
Day!".We didn't. Ho hum!
interred. Pacific has a right to that message now.
Five boys, a girl, and a dog (who
SUBSCRIPTION PRICE $1.50
H. W. B.
was she?) came back to school a la
A YEAR.

certainly been of a high type and have contributed much to the
group—but in quantity.

Both groups, the first
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•lotte
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net5;
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grammar of the English-speaking Uers Qf Theta Alpha ih'''sl °J ,
..
.
,,
peoples In a more down-to-the-earth who comes to mind is Nelda Ormi tins survey. Mr. and )lr>
Por
sense it is the story of a little Jewish tQn_hmmm, if you didn't know her American went into a seven-fc
gentleman, a student in a American- wheu she was here a- couple of years trance (in separate hotels, oi count,
ization class in a New York night
. Pm sure you do now. After and came out (without paying il#
school, who is blessed—of course— 1
*ear.s absence from the
Pacific hills) with the "trend pi opinion"i
with the most devastating sense of I Little Theatre, she returned, and I hfty million people,
logic it has ever been our good for- what a return. Miss Ormiston is
what Havc We To Be Thsnkiti
tune to read of. Hymie will creep lw settled down (in more ways For?
into your heart and make you love than Qne) to the direction of one
g Men q{ Amerka)
him in spite of yourself. You Just |show> and finds
it keeps her busy. •
won't be able to help it.
hear she really keeps the cast
We recommend that those who stepping up holding a Rod over their I those hats the gals arc wearing,
read this book, read it twice. The heads.
N. O. Ormiston, otherwise
2.—That Roosevelt is President!'
first time they read it they can look known as "no, no" Ormiston sud3.—That we're not Chinamen, Ki
for the satire. After they have conic Ueniy turned into a "yes" girl (I'm Kluxers, Ethiopians, Spaniards, Re
across all the intellectual achieve- sure you've met him)" but seriously I publicans, Hitlerites,
mcnts of the author, then!—they can she>s really
. K. and has done plenty
4._^That September lias onlv thin;
read it again, this time for the sheer £or tlle Pacific Little Theatre.
At days.
fun of reading it. We are willing th;s point your columnist was sud- I - _That Christmas is over,
to bet that two times will not be denly beaten over the cranium and
6_Tjiat we're not woiwsk enough, and that you will turn back Nelda Ormison takes the pen in re(*Mr. Poop is a Democrat)
i
to Hymie again and again. You wil taiiatJ011.
What' Have We To Be Thankiti!
want to read parts of lnm out loud.
1
>f
and you will want your friends to
Miss Evelyn Shay Barnett, ie| - 0 1
read him
Once you have read it modest maiden of the muse, has cast
(The Women ,.t America).
you will never cease to marvel at the her lot (all 60 acres) with Theta
1.—That we don t have to wer
amazing speech bv Mr. Kaplan on Alpha Phi. Miss Barnett is well derbies, spats, suspenders.
j
"Abraham Lincohen." The feud be- known, having played sixty-seven
2 — That we don't lave to stej
tween Mr. Kaplan and Miss Mitnik, walk-ons and one part in the last (on the face),
the interesting incident of Mr. Kap- twenty-three years. She was born, | 3.—That w e're not men!
Ian and Shakespeare (Shapebeer to we are quite sure, and has been gigMr. Kaplan), and the gender of ghng at everything since. Miss Barnewspapers will be a thing that you nett has a few friends, who know
By LEE FITTING
remember with a much tender feel- her as "B. B.", many .honors and 110
Hi, childs, we're back now from a ing as incidents of your own child- morals. She will shortly open her
vacation that was too long. (So they hood. You will find
yourself half 176th Broadway play which will fold
tell us. We wouldn't know).
agreeing with Hymie that the Eng- jup as usual on Tuesday. And so—I To The Editor:
compli-1Professor
froiessor John Cromwell Crabbe, |
I I am disgusted!! Who are fe|
But seriously, the Best-Picture-So- lish language is too darned compliFar-This-Year was "Hurricane." This cated for words, and that if theyjthe "boid" in the gilded recording tactless morons ironically given e-l
super-super picture really was all it say write, wrote, written, why isn't booth, is leaving his fascinating oc-lumnist by-lines.
Charming 1*;
to say bite, bote, bitten—and pupation long enough to become a I'm sure, but libel sail? wi" str<1
was cracked up to be. All concerned it right
did excellent work, but we send rave you will surely agree that the man member of Theta Alpha Phi. Mr. their tragic careers if they folj
orchids to the fellow who bandied who can conjugate the verb "to die" Crabbe has been mistaken for a CO newswriting.
If they think tW
the special effects. He was the whole as die, dead, funeral, if not exactly coon, but having been unwrapped stuff is good I feel sorry for4f|
show. It dragged in parts, but the a genius, is, at least, an unusual per- from m-i-l-e-s of record "thread", he Censorship restrains me from?111"
hurricane made up for it. There sonalitywas found to have a nice voice and a full vent to my disgustare portions that aren't at all sug
Perhaps this- has all sounded like htt!e knowledge of radio. Mr. Crabbe
Subtle implications in a kno^j
gestive, merely descriptive. A fine
too much gush for you. Well, at this retlred from the stage last July, clos- column must he endured.
picture. See it.
point we apopogize. We really didn't lnS hls long and colorful career as Winchell is a rare and clever 1
"Love and" Hisses" was a balmy start out to write a rave; it just an actor to become a pedagogue— porter. Perhaps we have a «
musical. We liked the way it started, slipped • out.
But!!! we wouldn't a"d a faithful friend—Miss Jean Winchell 011 the WEEKLY51"
it didn't seem like a picture. But it
take a word of it back. We mean Blond Venus" Smith whose over- But remember Winchell lias thi
is a picture and a good one. Simone
every_ word of it, and if you read whelming enthusiasm keeps young successor.
How valiantly our'f
has a good voice, surprising as it
our book-of-the-year, you will too.|ac°rs and directors on their ears, umnisl struggles- a quick
may seem, and its a good one. We Next week—"Chinese Interlude."
tion toThrt/her- anima- look or a whispered juicy |iI;
liked it—did you?
p la ] 1,1.affa,rs. Miss
Smith sarrifthen the difficult forming of»
"Tovarich" is a grand show. Boyer
Smith ®a^"^'ccs everything for art |cept, and then-rare gem-*-!
and Colbert make a swell team. They
&i"ral C°l0ri0f,her Besses, Las seen with B. S.'
are terrific. It has a sophisticated
and woiks tremendously hard around
1 Genius, rare unadulterated t .|
story. The stars romp through it
the stage. .
18 trying
easily. Boyer is good, the contrast
I to decide hetlr^ ?,
Although I can stand these c
I
—
^tweej1 3 Hollywood con- ish prattlings, the feeble atte^i
between his Prince Mikail and hi
Napoleon of "Conquest" is 'pro°f
-Mr. Robert Tho^m^0"8® the a,^^"8 sa"vant wlio
vi*v 1a ^111tjIIS aI C UGJ' ti"
enough.
Thc
t— j S .1 Cy
"
"*|l1he
| Robert Thomas kifashions are beyond my _ ./)o
By-the-by "Conquest" was reput
Ille
anc
Ihe boys over at San Jose must Iplaque, will be on HipV ^ °\
e. She may l>c a li"'®• J
ed to have had more money spent b e p r e t t y g o o d , b e c a u s e t h e y t o o k t h e e n l i s t i n g b o d y f o r T h i ™ ' ] ?. w h o i s d o g m a t i c a U v s e e i n g t a J
on it than any other picture. They seven out of nine medals at a recent Phi. Mr Elev will k
Alpha Tom, Dick, and Sadie gets 1" j
must have cut those scenes. Only
Print' but a ,ask
show in. Oakland. Just to satisfy for his splendid portrava^^
the first
bore signs of well-spent your curiosity, it was a grunt and ami only part he has ? , u 6 °"e painf"' <a*k the way she.*"J
P
money.
roan exhibit. (Wrestling to you). is unbeffle^
^worth doing, , worth
DIALECTS—
a(
or
ha
All I have to say about this next
f . * not played more roles^Mr ^ 1 ha.VC yC'
f ?„ her J
M*i non-g°ssippy paragraph n
Benny is rather fowl, lately. He's item is that the world isn't what it Eley ls addicted to bad
Epsilo
a
d
Umn
Wc
a
likc
S
broadcasting from San Francisco used to be. The Sacramento Junior
"> « keeping ids n S '
'
"
,
4
He will not be seen'h,'l,C,ter'
n<"ori' t> but /'fVl
Sunday. Hope he's better.
College Pony Express reports the
sour s
Our little honey, Alice Faye, has Romans in Rome are complaining sh°w —Mr. Kenneth Eugene "(v*
t'ic <1eE
col'4
"F.°n" Pre«ated. Remember, H«le
pulled her stakes and left the air- about the church bells in the city's g0" Stowell the
win be another addkion
lanes. Why, Alice, why? Whiteman 365 churches making too much noise! j
-n3"' lst (»bused word), there £ ' ,»
m"re cruel, cutting and de.
has taken her place. He's got a swell The tired business men are disturbed Alphi Phi. Mr. Stowell's 1 1 '
program. Throw your- flappers at at 4 1'--m. fcy;the
mass. The, "Ave ,irom ^dispensing and "1^1^°' 3 typ<(l w"rd However
j
the noise box, tonight at 8:30, and
!"8 PUt
Evcn bare faC,S
T?lr wStUrbs thdr aftern°on . d? wading at midnight and t
ai.ni.n8 presented
take a whisper.
esta. The Fascist anti-noise cam- a y wrestlers. He has 3
without dll,ge',1/|
Well, well, that ends—So see you clnfrY5 r. , C/tended t0 cover PJ Negro entertainers
'thoUght A shaded detriment'1. J
churches.
soon.
Cracked bells
vwu that
niett peal
ueai at 1Ubirtsvo>
» accrprarmc
secretaries "and
— j ^hlte Satln ing is to° casiIv read into'
,

q

toward this social Utopia for individuals.

realize

BOBBIN GAY

0 \&r

llic Whid°"rMaybe everybody's read^ elected "Mrs. America," notcot,^
t0 life and "the Secom
ing the public library copy. It's a
directed by Nelda Orm Maine and \ crmont
cinch we haven't been able to get our
January 15, 17 and 1 •
"\[r. America who in real |j[e•
hands on their issue. In our 0f^.I Meanwhile, "Mile Alodiste" is m the 0scar Poo]J „f Yonkers, New
ion every bit of popularity .gained by
arlv stages of rehearsal although it
his COVcted title at the El
SSte public until the tntd- Qub ,,icnic. He to,, , a gra?
the book is richly deserved.
|school graduate, an expert go|{er
The book we refer to is The Ed- die of next month. So we hope
ucation of Hyman Kaplan by Ros- i all of the theatre players and student Rotarian and was the lite of j,
sen. If you like a book that is sheer, directors got the necessary rest and j party at the reCent America,, Legll.
unadulterated fun, by all means
are prepared to go sleepless, the first
it was he who inter,,e
Convention.
this minor epic. If, however, you two months of 1938—oh yeah !
j the nickle plated can opener.
are looking for a book with a pur
Starting off with a bang, fct
pose, you will find that, too, m the
And now you theatre fans we in- puts this burning question ^
saga of Hymie. In the largest sense.
tl-book is a satire on the curious | troXeTyou the eight new mem- | to the Amencau Pubhc: »«„

and Round".

But it may be a modern gesture to

^ at'5
v»fan- v j«-

"Mrs. America" in real ]jfe
thing soothing
ailFanny Hurt_ of P^_SwitchV
It's new year,
After due deliberation we decided
what with _three . oming. Only last year she grT ''
to g i v e you our nomination for the l^ady humming,
Silver Cord |with fun honors from the p0
book of tlie year
".""'"""fas ap- shows close at rai
j jt is | switeh School for Backward
about this book is
it has ap
C.™
20th of January
°
n'
show. The ren and after shooting her
peared on no best-seller lists, yet in | open
excellent snow
Pn1Plwi

objectives as something Mid-Victorian, handed down to us as a

Far be it from these editorials to turn Mid-\ ifitorian
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are to be re-K Stowe
deceive
placed.
caravan—celebrating Ralph De Puy's
birthday.
Grossmith has a car of his own
now.
The Rover Boys have calmed down
tremendously—is it because John
ston's at Chico? or 'cause of Halmark?
This Ski-Club business is getting
into everyone's blood—at least that's
one excuse accepted for weekend
trips.
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Speaking of trips—this Asilomar
deal was certainly one grand affair. eludes the alumnus puerile
They did everything from the Big
Apple in the middle of the street
to . . .
Maxine Doust is THAT happy, (.who is at 11 i
but, please, Max, keep it clean. We
mean the navy.

as z
•

S

long time.
Mr R's
bibulous Iin tin S
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prowill help insure silence-ljj J
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'Mr. America", who will at a
ment's notice go into a trance •
[give you a "Digest" of «n0w'
Run a Dump Truck".-

know

s,°o

.

t <

,k< net

| ical" Americans, "Mrs. America"1''1"

2„„

have become the topic for more than one humorist in modern

conservative thought.

many times with various survw^
the past year, hut Edgar th,!"'
surveys have their time and piac ®
this survey which your are abl^
I read has been published today"!1'
many hours research and seri0Us
dering of the hrain.
3
sheer genius Edgar has contra
the exclusive services of tWo

so originally

Bmtalfo ftn&wtt
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Perhaps you have been confro

By GLADYS HUGHES
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Chaucer

Shelly—spread d
1
v—seasoned < - '
ShawI k»! I. U
Barrie—many
straw, etc.
Burns-toast ..ff" - ;
Buffon—cold
evening.

Kahn-food conn s It
Nashe-dinner ("Ho*

dinner.
Lamar tine-a d< In
Bacon—need m 1 <
Horace—some
steak.
Lamb—served \wi
Macaulay—"Ma
cold."
id
Peele—what g<
Butler—lie scr\'cs the ri« l»
Cowey—milk comes Iron
(bacon from pig. y)
Crabbe—also <1.1
«
Hogg—what ham • 1
More—what >< 1 .,
we can't supply
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Many Are Betrothed
During Vacation

COLLEGE INS
AND OUTS
BY

DAFFY DILL
HAPPY FOO YEAR!

SOCIAL
CALENDAR
SATURDAY, Jan. 8
Basketball Game
, Gym, 8:00
Rehearsal
Auditorium, 7 :00
Mu Phi Epsilon Initiation, S :00

And how are all your respective
colds?

CUPID CAPERS

Shortly belore vacation, Rube Demond revealed her four-month-old
engagement to Ed Price . . . At a
luncheon in Oakland, Gret Gale an
nounced her engagement to Evan
"Finn" Evans, former Khizite . . .
And, tho' nothing has been saidHoward's "little fraternity pin" now
adorns Faye's heart.

MONDAY, Jan. 10
Rehearsal
Auditorium

MERRY MECCA

TUESDAY, Jan. 11

Christmas and New Year's found
many a Seeopeer's in San Fran
cisco whooping' it up . . . And Fayc
had her open house quite unexpect
edly, too . . . George Selig and
friends welcomed the return of
Charlotte Parker, following her ill
ness.

Chorus Rehearsal
Auditorium, 7:00
Recital
Auditorium, 8:15
WEDNESDAY, Jan. 12

SHORT SHOTS

A. S. C. A. Meeting
"Y" rooms, 7:00
Basketball Game
St. Mary's, 8:00
Orchestra Rehearsal
Auditorium, 7:00
Little Theatre Rehearsal
Auditorium, 9:00

Speedy recovery to Ellie Johnson,
who is confined to her home in San
Ondreas . . . Central California Ski
Club has its first Snow jaunt of the
season on Sunday . . . 358 DAYS

UNTIL CHRISTMAS — SHOP
EARLY . . . Why can't people who

write Tiger Rags sign their names—
can it be that they arc afraid? For
an example, see Tiger Rag of <this
issue. . .

THURSDAY, Jan. 13
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Student Dance
Gym, 7:00
Little Theatre Rehearsal
Auditorium

The fire crew stood on the burning
grass
Their feet were covered with blis
ters
Their lungs were raw from smoke
and cough
And the wind blew through their
marcelled waves
They had no whiskers !

FRIDAY, Jan. 14
Band Frolic
Auditorium

KING'S ENGLISH
Chaucer—the plate a cup sits on.
Shelly—spread this on bread.
Shaw—seasoned cabbage, ground up.
Barrie—many kinds—black, rasp,

Miss, Marjorie Now ell, another
Pacific student, has informally
told of her betrothal to Mr. C.
James Thompson. Mr. Thompson
also attended Pacific and was
active in College affairs.

straw, etc.

have to v.
wearing,

is President'
Chinamen, 1
Spaniards, I

Burns—toast often does this.
Buffon—cold supper served in the
evening.

Kahn—food comes from these.
Nashe—dinner following Christmas
dinner.

Lamartine—a delicious cocktail.
Miss Adeline Young of Sacramento recently announced her engage
Bacon—need more be said.
Horace—some butchers call this ment to Mr. William Winter of lone. She formerly attended Pacific
steak.
where she was active in dramatics.
Lamb—served with mint jelly.
Macaulay—"Macaulay flower is

Culminating the late fall announce
ment of her engagement was the
marriage last Sunday afternoon of
Miss Pearl Ruth Sweet and Mr.
Walter Wolfs at an impressive cere
mony in the Hotel Oakland. White
flowers formed an altar and canopy,
with the couple exchanging vows
before Rabbi Stern of the Temple
Sinai.
The bride, in a white satin empire
gown and long veil of rosepoint lace,
was given in marriage by her father,
Mr. Samuel Sweet. The bridal bou
quet was of orchids and lillies of the
valley.
Mrs. Sam Kornfield was matron of
honor and Mr. A1 Sasine was best
man. Preceding the ceremony, Corrine Barrow Williams sang "Oh Pro
mise Me" and played the wedding
march accompanied by Sonja Healey
as violinist.
Following the ceremony, the thirty
wedding guests attended a dinner in
the West >room,' which was decorated
in white and gold.
For their honeymoon, the couple
chose a trip to Mexico and Palm
Springs. Upon their return they will
live in Richmond where Mr. Wolfs
is in business,
Mrs. Wolfs, a former Pacific stu
dent, was extremely active in musical
events in Stockton.

STYLE GAZING
With Peg

Mothers Renew
Rhizomia
House

cold."

peele—what goes around an orange.
Butler—he serves the rich.
Cowey—milk comes from cowey
(bacon from pigey).

Crabbe—also delicious cocktail.
Hogg—what ham comes from.
More—what you always want
we can't supply.

Epsilon To Hold
Informal
Jan. 22

Nite Club Theme Pearl Sweet Wed
At Oakland
Featured At
Ceremony
Mu Zeta

and

TODAY'S ETIQUETTE
LESSON

Be game—but not everybody's.

By VESTA PINKERTON

Archania Changes
Dance Date
Owing to a conflict of dates, Alpha
Kappa Phi fraternity has postponed
its Winter Wonderland dance orig
inally scheduled for tonight. The
dance will be held January 22 in
stead.

HELENA RUBINSTEIN'S

Evening Bags

Pasteurized

Mesh
Rhinestone

Gold

Face Cream

REASONABLY PRICED
COLLEGE PINS
AND TROPHIES

LATEST STYLES
JEWELERS

In Dresses an d Hats
JOE E. BROWN

VALLEY
FLORAL CO

"Fit For a King"

Campus Representative
109 N. Sutter

Phone 652

RIGHTLY PRICED

Also

CORSAGES"

BURTON OLMSTEAD

REPAIRING

With HELEN MACK

"DISTINCTIVE

MYLITTLESHOP
310 W. Harding Way
Telephone 3764

FRIEDBERGER'S

EXPERT...
Watch & Jewelry

ROB'T ARMSTRONG
ANN SHERIDAN

"She Loved
A Fireman"

J. GLICK & SON
Jewelers Since 1876
326 E. Main Street

339 Eat Mtin Stmt
. . JEWELERS . .

For reaching right to the place where beauty
is born . .. cleansing the skin . . . revitalizing

ICE
COAL
WOOD
FUEL OIL
DIESEL OIL
STOVE OIL
CEMENT
LIME
BRICK
PLASTER
SAND
ROCK
GRAVEL

it

YOLLAND ICE &
FUEL CO.
INCORPORATED

Telephone 5100
Stockton, California
Office:
Miner Avenue at San Joaquin Street

giving it youthful

freshness. It cools and

soothes as it cleanses. It smooths away tired
lines—brings back ihat bright young look!
For especially dry, sensitive skin, Pasteurized
Face Cream Special. Each, 1.00.
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BENGALITES

Two Grid Rules
Changed to
Bolster Offense
No. Cal. Standings
W
L
PCT.
St. Mary's
1
0
1,000
Santa Clara
1
0
1,000
PACIFIC
0
1
.000
U. S. F.
0
1
.000
San Jose
0
0
.000
GAMES THIS WEEK
Tonight — San Jose at Santa
Clara.
Tomorrow—PACIFIC at U. S.
Wednesday—PACIFIC at St,
Mary's.
U. S. F. at San Jose.

B

RAVO &
f o r

M c K ^ f
m e n f o r b o y s

313-317

EAST

MAIN

STREET

FROSH BASKETBALL ROSTER
Senior Registration
Senior college registration is
slated for Tuesday, February 1,
from 8 a. m. to 5 p. m. according
to an announcement sent out by
the Registrar's office. Monday,
January 31, is a holiday for all
senior college students and classes
will meet regularly commencing
Wednesday of that same week.

PACIFIC VARSITY BASKETBALL
one,

ROSTER for 1937-38
Pos.

Name

the
MF.R1
ilf of

Bob Adamina
Kusscl Aitken
Jack Anderson
William Avery —
Earl H. Dahl
Ralph DePuy
Bud Doyle
Pat Dunlap
Charles Finney
Lloyd Hoffman
Richard Keeble ...
Hal Kniveton
Edward Koehler .
Frank 'McDonnell
Hugh McWilliams
Mark Parsons
Paul Rippon
Alvin Sdper
Park Wilson

After the "Hurricane

G....Oakland
G....Manteca
F....Berkeley
G...Roseville
G....Stockton
F....Piedmont —
G....Antioch
C—.Licking, Mo.
F....Stockton
F....Oakland
F....Upper Lake
G....Redwood City ...
G....Hoberg's Resort
G....Stockton
C....Red Bluff
F....Oakdale
F....San Francisco ..
F....Linden —
F....L05 Banos

Sports
Equipment

"You're a
Sweetheart'
If You are Going to Church Elsewhere,

Alice Faye and
Ken Murray

Hometown

this ad does not concern you. But if you
have no church affliation, we earnestly
suggest that, before closing your mind on
the subject of organized religion, you in
vestigate Unitarianiam. We are convin
ced that there you will find a form of
religion to meet your intelleectual and
spiritual needs. You are invited to at
tend the services of the Unitarian Church
Sundays at 11. 2737 Pacific Avenue.

TILL
2 A. M.

FOR GAS AT THE
The New Super Deluxe
SERVICE STATION
Featuring

TEXACO PRODUCTS
D

L

DL,,.

PadfiC 3nd

Bob Phillips

J—— — —

SPECIAL

D°rr'S

1597

B'H L a t h ,

HOT
LUNCH

Special This Week—Fresh Dipped Chocolate Creams

LAMBERT'S
201 E. WEBER

Cine forms on the ri<|ht

Phone 2962W

Jumbo Milk Shakes and
Ice Cream Sodas . . . ,

lw

Valley P

9 ft o >i

n
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complete selection
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